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Abstract—Microgrids with a high penetration of inverter-
connected DER provide a high level of flexibility and control over
the exchanged active and reactive power as well as local voltage
magnitude. This paper discusses the protection of these micro-
grids, focussing on islanded operation. First a current limitation
method for the inverters is discussed, which is necessary to avoid
inverter disconnection during faults. Then a method to determine
the type of fault is described. Finally a new protection strategy
is presented, operating without the need for communication.

Index Terms—Microgrid protection, islanded mode of opera-
tion, grid-connected inverter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microgrids are one of the most promising new electricity

network structures, enabling a strong increase in the number

of low- and medium-voltage grid-connected DER, as well as

securing the supply of high-quality energy to the loads. Some

problems concerning these microgrids still need to be solved

however, in order to facilitate their large-scale integration. One

of these issues is protection. The traditional grid protection

strategy depends on high fault currents, which trigger the

operation of overcurrent devices. One of the drawbacks of an

inverter is its low thermal overload capability, limited typically

to 2-3 times the rated current. As a result, inverters cannot

provide an important contribution to the total fault current,

which might cause protection problems in case of island

operation of the microgrid. This paper therefore focuses on

protection during islanded operation.

Another issue is the dependence on communication. In lit-

erature, several microgrid protection strategies can be found,

most of which depend on communication between the various

components. The microgrid philosophy tries to maximize the

reliability of power supply to the loads, thereby aiming to

reduce its dependence on the availability of a communications

network. In this paper, a microgrid protection strategy which

does not depend on communication for its correct operation

is developed. Of course, the availability of a communications

network allows to optimize the operation of protection scheme,

but a failure of this network should not lead to a failure of the

electricity (micro)grid protection.

In this paper three-phase inverters interfaced to the grid using

an LCL output filter and controlled using the droop control

scheme described in [1]-[2] are used to perform simulations.

The available measurements are the filter capacitor voltages,
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Fig. 1. Inverter configuration used for performing the simulations

the currents through the secondary filter inductors and the

grid voltages (measured at the grid-side of the inverter grid

coupling switch or relay). The inverter configuration with

output filter and measurement hardware is shown in Figure

1.

Section II describes an inverter output current limitation

algorithm, which is necessary to avoid inverter disconnection

during a fault due to excessive current. Next, section III

discusses a method to determine the type of fault (single

phase-to-earth, phase-to-phase, two phases-to-earth,...) which

has occurred. Finally section IV presents a new microgrid

protection strategy, enabling selectivity and being independent

from the availability of a communications network. Section V

gives some final conclusions and looks forward to future work

that needs to be done regarding this subject.

II. INVERTER OUTPUT CURRENT LIMITATION

As mentioned in the introduction, inverters have a low

thermal overload capability, limiting their maximum output

current to approximately 2-3 times the rated current. This

means that their contribution to the total fault current is usually

very small. A microgrid with a high penetration of inverter-

connected energy sources can rely on the utility grid to provide

a large current in case of a fault in the microgrid, but protection

problems are likely to occur in case of islanded operation of

the microgrid. Oversizing the inverter switches in order to

allow larger output currents is quite expensive. On the other

hand, inverter disconnection from the microgrid during a fault

due to excessive inverter output current is undesired, in order

to be able to offer a decent quality of power supply to the

various loads in the microgrid during and immediately after

fault conditions. Therefore the inverter output current should

be limited to a value which the inverter is able to supply for the

period needed by the protective system to locate and isolate

the fault.
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A. Sample-based limitation

In order to limit the inverter output current, it can be de-

ducted from Figure 1 that the voltage drop across the primary

filter inductor L1 should be limited. The relation between the

voltage across and the current through the inductor is given

by (1).

L1 · diinv(t)
dt

+R1 · iinv(t) = uinv(t)−ucap(t) = Δu(t) (1)

As the current limitation needs to be performed in real-

time, it seems profitable to design it as simple as possible.

Applying Laplace’s transform, (1) transforms into (2). From

(2), the inverter output current magnitude can be calculated,

resulting in (3). For a practical implementation of this strategy,

the maximum allowed inverter output voltage can be calculated

using (3). This is done in every sample period, yielding a new

inverter voltage magnitude limit to be applied during the next

sample period.

s · L1 · Iinv + R1 · Iinv = ΔU (2)

⇒ |Iinv| = |ΔU |
|R1 + s · L1| =

|ΔU |
|Z1| (3)

A possible problem with this method is that Laplace’s

transform requires sinusoidal signals, whereas the inverter

output voltage is a PWM signal with a switching frequency

of 12.5 kHz. This can be solved by adding a low-pass filter to

extract the voltage waveform at rated frequency, or by using

the sinusoidal reference voltage, based on which the PWM

switching scheme is calculated. In the last case, one should

bear in mind that dead-time effects and IGBT conduction

losses might cause the actual output voltage to differ from

its reference. In order to acquire an accurate estimate of the

actual output voltage, these effects have to be compensated

for.

Simulations using Matlab Simulink and the SimPowerSystems

toolbox were done in order to evaluate the performance of this

current limitation algorithm. In this case, a three-phase short-

circuit was applied in the microgrid during islanded operation.

The simulation results show that the sample-based approach

clearly suffers from heavy distortion of the filter capacitor

voltage. Some improvements are needed in order to obtain

a proper current limitation algorithm.

B. Scaling for each period of the fundamental waveform

In order to preserve a good quality voltage waveform,

the inverter output voltage reference will be scaled down

by a factor necessary to keep the output current below its

maximum value. This factor is updated for every period of

the fundamental frequency of the waveform, resulting in a

sinusoidal and nearly undistorted filter capacitor waveform.

In case of symmetric output currents, one could apply a new

update at the start of each new half period of the fundamental

frequency waveform and obtain a better dynamic response to

changes in the filter capacitor voltage magnitude.

The desired correction term to be subtracted from the original

inverter output voltage magnitude can be calculated as RT in

(4) or (5), where ̂inom represents the nominal inverter output

current. Here, a value of twice the nominal inverter output

current is chosen as the maximum current value.

RT = ̂Δu− 2 ·̂inom · Z1 if ̂Δu− 2 ·̂inom · Z1 > 0 (4)

RT = 0 if ̂Δu− 2 ·̂inom · Z1 ≤ 0 (5)

As the difference in phase angle between the inverter output

voltage and the filter capacitor voltage is small, scaling down

the inverter output voltage magnitude will result in a lower

voltage difference across L1 and hence in a smaller iinv . The

scaling factor RS for the inverter reference output voltage

magnitude is thus given by (6).

RS =
ûinv −RT

ûinv
(6)

This method assumes all signals to be sinusoidal with a

frequency of 50 Hz (being the grid frequency). However right

after the fault occurs, the filter capacitor voltage ucap will

contain some higher harmonics due to resonance conditions.

Therefore it is necessary to filter these higher harmonics and

present an estimate of the fundamental frequency component

of ucap to the current limiting algorithm. In the simulation

model, this accomplished by calculating and using the 1 ms

average value of ucap.

Fig. 2. Scheme for updating the inverter output voltage magnitude scaling
factor

Updating the scaling factor RS is done using the scheme

depicted in Figure 2. This scheme contains two loops, the left

one containing the maximum voltage difference across L1 for

the present half period, the right one containing the maximum

value for the previous half period. The switches send input 1

to the output in case input 2 is high (which occurs in case of

a zero-crossing of the reference voltage), otherwise, input 3

is sent to the output. Normally the value in the right loop is

sent to the output of the scheme (called maxi in Figure 2),

except in case the maximum value for the present half period

exceeds the maximum for the previous half period: then the

maximum value for the present half period is directly sent to

the output. At the zero-crossing of the reference voltage, the
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value of the left loop is forwarded to the right loop.

The current limiting method described above works fine during

steady-state conditions, but immediately after the fault occurs,

the inverter current magnitude might still be too high. In

order to avoid this, the current limitation algorithm can be

expanded to a two-step algorithm, using the method described

in subsection II-B as the first step. The second step is designed

to limit the current during transients. At time t, the inverter

output current is described by the following equation:

L1 · (iinv(t + dt)− iinv(t))
dt

+ R1 · iinv(t + dt) + iinv(t)
2

+ucap(t) = uinv(t) (7)

The inverter output current during the next sample period

(at time t+dt) must be between −2 · inom and 2 · inom. Filling

out the measured value of ucap as well as both inverter current

limits yields the limits for the inverter output voltage during

the next sample period. For determining the value of dt, this

period should not be too large, as the linear approach of (7)

might not be a good approximation for the actual current.

A value of dt = 1 ms yields good results. This limitation is

used as the second step in the algorithm. In case the voltage

magnitude given as an output by the first step exceeds the

limits of the second step, the second step further limits the

inverter output voltage. In order not to deteriorate the filter

capacitor voltage waveform, the current limit for the first step

should be taken slightly lower than that of the second step,

e.g. 1.8 · inom for the first step and 2 · inom for the second

step.

III. FAULT DETECTION

Traditionally, grid fault detection is accomplished by mon-

itoring the current magnitude, which works very well in case

the grid-connected energy sources have a high short-circuit

capacity. As stated before, this condition cannot be guaran-

teed in an islanded microgrid, particularly one with a high

penetration of inverter-coupled DER. In order to implement

a reliable protection system for these conditions, a new fault

detection method must be used.

One could decide to incorporate one source with a high

short-circuit capacity (e.g. a flywheel storage unit) into the

microgrid, making it possible to rely on traditional fault de-

tection and protection mechanisms [3]. However, this requires

important investments and makes the safe operation of the

microgrid dependent on the correct operation of this high

short-circuit capacity unit. Also the protection system setpoints

will have to be adapted during a transition between grid-

connected and islanded mode of operation.

Some solutions which do not use the current magnitude as a

decision parameter can be found in literature, including:

• Installing a differential relay at every cable section, using

current measurements made at both ends of the cable

[4]. However, some fault types cannot be detected by

differential relays. Installing a type of rail differential

relay at every connection point yields full protection, but

Fault type udirect uinverse uhomopolar

3-phase SC ↓↓↓ ↑ ↑
2-phase SC ↓↓ ↑↑↑ ↑

1 phase-to-earth ↓↓ ↑↑ ↑↑
TABLE I

IMPACT OF DIFFERENT FAULT TYPES ON PARK COMPONENTS OF THE

VOLTAGE

the expenses needed in order to implement this strategy

are huge.

• Transferring the microgrid to island mode in case of

a fault in the microgrid and using selective protection

methods based on current measurements and transforms

[5]. The current is measured in each phase for every

protection zone, combined with a zone differential relay.

The differential as well as the homopolar current compo-

nents are used to protect the system in case of phase-to-

earth faults. For faults involving two phases, the authors

suggest using the inverse current component. For three-

phase faults, this method cannot be used.

• Instead of using the current measurements for fault detec-

tion, one could use voltage measurements [6]-[8]. As the

inverter-coupled energy sources have a low short-circuit

capacity, faults in the islanded microgrid will result in

significant voltage drops. [7] presents a method based

on Park’s transform which seems fit for fault detection

in islanded microgrids. However, as [6] states, fault

detection depends on the inverter control and the output

current limitation.

The following subsection discusses the formulation of gen-

eral fault detection criteria. After this, the problem of having

a single setpoint for both grid-connected and islanded mode

of operation is tackled.

A. General fault detection criteria

Table I summarizes the impact of different fault types

on the direct, inverse and homopolar voltage components.

It must be stressed that the inverter droop control scheme

explicitly controls these quantities, which can result in a

different behavior as compared to other control strategies. The

fault types considered are a three-phase short-circuit, a two-

phase short-circuit (phase-to-phase fault) and a single phase-

to-earth fault.

Simulations performed using Matlab Simulink show that

the increase of the homopolar voltage component is limited.

However, Table I shows that a distinction between the three

fault types can be made without knowledge of the homopolar

component, based only on the direct and inverse voltage

components. As the difference between normal load currents

and fault currents might be small in an islanded microgrid with

a high penetration of inverter-coupled DER, a fault detection

method based on voltage measurements and transforms seems

to be very efficient. More details and simulation results can

be found in [9].
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B. Operation for grid-connected as well as islanded mode

A microgrid can operate both in grid-connected and islanded

mode. As discussed earlier, traditional fault detection and

protection strategies, based on high short-circuit currents and

overcurrent protective devices, can be used. The previous

subsection indicates that fault detection methods based on

voltage measurements are efficient during islanded operation

of the microgrid. Both strategies can be combined into one

microgrid protection strategy, avoiding the need to determine

the microgrid operating condition.

The voltage-based fault detection could give an incorrect indi-

cation in case the utility grid suffers from a voltage dip. Several

solutions can be found. The microgrid could disconnect from

the grid in case of a voltage dip at the distribution transformer

secondary side and operate in islanded mode until the fault is

cleared. Alternatively the voltage-based fault detection could

operate with a time delay, allowing the traditional current-

based protection scheme to clear the fault. In case this fault

clearing takes too long, the microgrid will be transferred to

islanded mode.

IV. MICROGRID PROTECTION STRATEGY

This section presents a microgrid protection strategy, based

on the elements described in the previous sections. Before

going into details on the proposed protection strategy, some

existing microgrid protection strategies are discussed briefly.

A. Existing microgrid protection strategies

[10] presents a simple protection strategy, in which the

microgrid does not disconnect from the grid in case of a

microgrid fault, counting on the high fault current supplied

by the grid and overcurrent relays to clear the fault in a

selective way. In case of a utility grid fault, the microgrid

disconnects itself and continues operating in islanded mode.

When a fault occurs within the microgrid during islanding, this

is considered to be a second fault, resulting in disconnection

of the microgrid DER (after a certain time delay) in order

to avoid dangerous situations. This seems to be an interesting

and inexpensive protection strategy, particularly interesting for

small microgrids not containing any crutial loads.

Another strategy, based on the presence of an energy source

with a high short-circuit capacity, is described in [11]. As

mentioned earlier in this paper, this approach has some dis-

advantages, like the need to know the microgrid operation

condition (other protection setpoints for grid-connected and

islanded mode), the dependence of safe microgrid islanded

operation on the availability of this energy source and the

expenses needed to overrate the switches in case of an inverter-

coupled storage unit. The advantage is that this strategy uses

the same protection philosophy in both operating conditions,

making it interesting for microgrids containing a large central

storage unit with high short-circuit capacity.

In [12] a protection strategy using voltage change as a criterion

to decide whether the fault is located within or outside the

zone protected by a particular relay. A disadvantage is that

the voltage change depends on the fault itself, meaning that a

small change in fault impedance results in a different voltage

change, making selective protection difficult. In subsequent

publications, the authors add communication links between

the different relays in order to remedy this problem.

This last practice fits in the last class of existing protection

strategies mentioned here: the voltage-based fault detection

modules compare their voltage measurements using a com-

munication system linking all modules in order to decide

where the fault is located [13]. The zone in which the lowest

voltage is measured, is the faulted zone. The communication

system is a crucial element of this strategy, possibly decreasing

the reliability of the microgrid’s safe operation and selective

protection.

B. Proposed microgrid protection strategy

All elements discussed previously throughout this paper are

now combined into a microgrid protection strategy, able to

provide selective and reliable fault clearance, without relying

on communication for its correct operation. In order to provide

selective protection, the fault detection modules for every zone

of the microgrid must be able to determine the direction in

which the fault lies. This is discussed first.

1) Determining the fault direction: If all modules are able

to determine the direction in which the fault has occurred, as

referred to their own position, it is possible to clear the fault

in a selective way, minimizing the part of the microgrid that

is switched off.

In case of a three-phase short-circuit, the voltage and current

measurements of the fault detection modules can be used to

determine the fault. The product ux · ix, calculated for each

phase, consists of a term at the fundamental frequency which is

either positive or negative, and a term at twice the fundamental

frequency with an average value of zero. By calculating the

average value of ux · ix for each phase, one can determine

the direction in which the power flows, and thus the direction

of the fault. For faults very close to the detection module, the

homopolar voltage components could cause the detection to be

incorrect by shifting the average value for one or more phases

from positive to negative or vice versa. So, in order to have a

correct detection of the fault direction in all circumstances for

three-phase short-circuits, the homopolar voltage components

should be filtered and not be included in the measurements

of the detection modules. In case a certain protection zone

of the microgrid does not contain energy sources, but only

loads, the detection of the fault direction could also be wrong:

as the loads draw a certain power, the detection modules for

that zone will switch off the feeder, incorrectly disconnecting

all loads. The decision criterion must be expanded with a

current magnitude comparison, in order to be able to make

the distinction between load and fault currents.

For a two-phase short-circuit the same strategy can be used.

First the two-phase short-circuit is detected (based on a large

increase of the inverse voltage component and a moderate

drop of the direct voltage component), then the magnitude

of the three phase voltages allows to determine which two

phases are short-circuited. Finally, by calculating the average

value of (ux − uy) · ix or (uy − ux) · iy (with x and y
the two short-circuited phases), the fault direction relative to
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the detection module can be determined. Again the decision

criterion must be expanded, in order to avoid disconnection of

a zone containing only loads and no energy sources. There are

two ways in which this incorrect decision can be avoided. The

first solution is based on the fact that there are two equations

for calculating the power flow: one involving ix and another

involving iy . In case a two-phase short-circuit occurs within

the microgrid but outside of a zone containing only loads, these

two equations will yield an inconsistent determination of the

fault direction. This result can be used to decide the fault has

not occurred in that zone. The second solution involves the

phase current magnitudes: in case of a phase-to-phase fault

outside a zone containing only loads, the current magnitude

of the short-circuited phases will be smaller than the current

magnitude of the unaffected phase. Including one or both of

these solutions in the decision criteria allows correct detection

of the fault direction in case of a two-phase short-circuit under

all circumstances.

Determining the direction of a single phase-to-earth fault

can be accomplished by calculating the average power flow

through the detecion module, (ux · ix)average, for the faulted

phase. In case of a single phase-to-earth fault in the micro-

grid but outside a zone containing no sources, applying this

criterion might again lead to incorrect disconnection of that

zone. In that case, the current magnitude in the affected phase

(as measured by the detection module of a zone containing

only loads) will be smaller than the current magnitude of the

unaffected phases. This check should be added to the decision

criteria, resulting in a correct detection of the fault direction in

case of a phase-to-earth fault under all circumstances. It should

be noted that in this case, as opposed to three-phase short-

circuits, the homopolar voltage component must be included.

Filtering this component possibly leads to incorrect detection

of the fault direction.

2) Applying time delays: The fault detection modules are

able to determine the type and relative direction of the fault,

enabling selective protection of the microgrid. However, it is

necessary to apply time delays in case a radial feeder consists

of multiple zones, each having a detection module. Figure 3

illustrates this case. An in-zone fault means the modules detect

the fault to have occured to the right, an out-of-zone fault

corresponds to a fault detected to the left of the modules.

Fig. 3. Microgrid with radial feeders consisting of multiple protection zones

Feeders A, B and C each contain three protection zones.

Each detection module installed at a branch within a certain

zone can react after 1 time delay to an in-zone fault. The

detection module of zone B3 can react to an in-zone fault

after 2 time delays, allowing the feeder branch to the right to

clear the fault in case it is located downstream of the branch

and avoiding unnecessary disconnection of other loads and

sources in zone B3. The detection module at the left side of

zone B2 reacts to an in-zone fault after 3 time delays, whereas

the module at the left side of zone B1 has to postpone its

reaction for 4 time delays. This way, selective fault protection

is guaranteed for in-zone faults.

In case of an out-of-zone fault, the system of applying different

time delays to the various detection modules on a multizone

feeder needs to be used as well in order to provide selective

protection. This way, as large as possible parts of the microgrid

are kept connected to each other, being able to offer as good

as possible power supply to the local loads. As illustrated in

Figure 3, the detection module at the left of zone B1 can react

to an out-of-zone fault after 5 time delays, because the fault

would be cleared after maximum 4 delays if it had occurred in

one of the other feeders. If the fault has not been cleared after

4 time delays, it must be located between the transformer’s

secondary side and the connection of the different feeders,

which should result in the disconnection of the three feeders,

who continue to operate in islanded mode (provided each

feeder has a sufficient capacity of energy sources to feed the

local loads). The detection module at the left of zone B2 can

react to an out-of-zone fault after 6 time delays, the module

at the left of zone B3 after 7 time delays. In case one of the

protective devices fails, another device will react in a proper

way after 1 additional time delay. Taking into account that

fault detection takes about 150 ms and that the time needed

to clear a fault by a circuit breaker is typically about 70 ms,

it is realistic to estimate the duration of each time delay to be

250 ms. This means that in zone A3, it takes about 2 seconds

before the detection module reacts to an out-of-zone fault.

It must be checked whether this is in accordance with the

regulation concerning safety of persons. It is possible to reduce

the reaction time for modules regarding out-of-zone faults, at

the cost of splitting the microgrid into smaller islanded parts,

as is done in [5].

C. Optimization by communication

The microgrid protection strategy described above does not

rely on communication for its correct operation. However,

this does not mean communication should be excluded from

the system. It is possible to optimize the operation of the

protection system by means of communication between the

different detection modules. For instance, consider Figure 3

with a fault in zone B2. The detection modules at the left of

zones B1 and B2 detect the fault to be to their right, while

the detection module of zone B3 detects a fault to its left. In

case these three modules are connected by a communication

link, they can immediately decide which circuit breakers must

be opened, resulting in much faster fault clearance. In case

the communication system fails, the protection system falls

back to operation using time delays, still enabling selective

protection of the microgrid.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes a protection strategy for microgrids

with a high penetration of inverter-coupled resources. Whereas

traditional protection strategies based on high fault currents

can be used in grid-connected operation, these techniques

can no longer be used during islanded mode of operation

due to the low overloading capability of inverters. First an

inverter output current limitation method is described, allowing

the inverters to remain connected during fault conditions

(avoiding overcurrent tripping). Fault detection is discussed

next, resulting in the choice for a detection system based

on voltage measurements and transforms. This method allows

fault detection and determination of the fault type, is suitable

for microgrid islanded operation and is compatible with tradi-

tional current-based protection methods. Finally the microgrid

protection strategy is described, including detection of the

fault direction for selective protection. The system operates

with time delays for the reaction of a certain fault detection

module to a fault and does not rely on communication. Using

communication links between the various modules allows

faster fault clearing, further optimizing the protection system.

The future work consists of implementing the strategy into

an operational block and testing its performance using both

simulations and experiments on a laboratory setup containing

multiple parallel inverters and dispersed loads.
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